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(Europe) The Idea of “Two Europes” Seen in NATO’s New Strategic Concept
Yoshikazu Hirose (National Defense Academy in Japan)
Updated for the first time in 11 years, NATO’s newest strategy concept calls for “collective defense” to be placed 
at the heart of its core mission. This article uses this concept to interpret differences between Western Europe and 
Eastern Europe concerning threat awareness and combative measures. 

(Japan) Developing a System to Prepare for New Threats
Naofumi Miyasaka (National Defense Academy in Japan)
When asked about Japan’s anti-terrorism measures, most people cite the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force-led 
ship refueling activities in the Indian Ocean. However, threats from global terrorism remain serious and are 
growing more diverse. The future will represent the real test of Japan’s anti-terrorism policy.  

The Concept of a European Finance Ministry amid Deepening Crisis
Soko Tanaka (Chuo University)
Since the onset of the Greek fiscal crisis, voices have been raised regarding the threat to the very existence of the 
Euro as a currency. What measures both fiscally and monetarily are EU leaders taking to ensure the survival of 
the Euro?

Can the United States Overcome Polarity in its Fiscal Policy?
Akihiko Yasui (Mizuho Research Institute Ltd.）
While the Tea Party “stampede” has garnered a lot of attention, the true root of fiscal conflict in the United States 
can be found in the two-party system. This is nothing new, but it has become compounded recently. Why? Will an 
environment emerge that can break free from this conflict?

Political Use of the Royal Family Hindering Stability in Thailand
Yoshifumi Tamada (Kyoto University)
Thailand has often fallen into political instability over the last several years. However, the structure of the conflict 
seen in the country is not understood in detail. This article uncovers the reasons behind this political instability by 
analyzing Thailand’s Royal Family, political parties and the military. 

ODA Strategy in the Wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake: 
0.1% of Japan’s GNI Will Change the World 
Atsushi Ueno (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan) 
Japan’s ODA spending continues to decline. What responsibilities does Japan carry as a country experiencing 
peace and prosperity? This article uncovers hints for the consideration of a message that transcends international 
cooperation based on stature. 
 
FOCUS
Free Trade as a Growth Strategy
Dynamism of the 21st Century International Division of Labor Set in Motion by Regionalism
Fukunari Kimura (Keio University)
The required areas and significance of free trade, which has supported the development of the global economy 
since the 20th century, have grown markedly as a result of changes in industrial structure since the start of the 
21st century. Regionalism, including its encouragement of free trade agreements and economic partnership 
agreements, is the most effective policy means by which to move free trade forward today.  Japan needs to 
respond to this trend proactively. 

Japan Should Promptly Participate in Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement Negotiations
Kazuhito Yamashita (The Canon Institute for Global Studies)
How should Japan face Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement negotiations? Amid the exchange of a wide 
range of ideas on the subject, this article will take a look at Japan’ s participation in TPP Agreement negotiations to 
uncover possibilities that better reflect its interests. 

Three-way Conversation:  
This is the Path for Japan’s Agricultural Industries
Hiroyuki Kawashima (The University of Tokyo) 
Kichinori Kon (Editor in Chief for Farmers’ Business Monthly)
Nobuhiro Suzuki (The University of Tokyo)
In Japan, the TPP arguments suddenly set in last year. However, also in Japan, liberalization of domestic market 
in itself has been an important agenda for this decade. From various viewpoints, three specialists talks over the 
agricultural problem, which has been the main issue of Japan's liberalization.
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Special:  Interviews with Former Ministers of Foreign Affairs
What Forms the Foundation of Japan’s Diplomacy?
Two years have passed since the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) swept into power. Interviews take a closer look 
at the stability and stagnation brought about by the many years of LDP rule, as well as the challenges and 
turbulence found in the new possibilities brought to the table by the DPJ-led administration. Amid constructive 
criticism and competition, will a bipartisan, fundamental diplomatic strategy emerge?

The Time Has Come to Debate Nuclear Weapons Realistically
Katsuya Okada (Democratic Party of Japan)

The Essence of Diplomacy is to Overcome Populism
Masahiko Komura (Liberal Democratic Party of Japan)

Transforming the Japan-US Alliance into Reciprocal One with an Eye on 10 Years into the Future
Seiji Maehara (Democratic Party of Japan）

DPJ Diplomacy Has Lost the “Asset” of Credibility  
Nobutaka Machimura (Liberal Democratic Party of Japan）

A Look Back at the Interviews
Tsuyoshi Sunohara (Editorial Board Member for Diplomacy)

Special Feature: 

The World and Japan 
10 Years After 9.11
And Then the World Returned to “Before 9.11”
The Structure of International Politics Post 9.11 and Japan’s Diplomacy
Akihiko Tanaka (The University of Tokyo)
9.11 was an extremely shocking and traumatic event. How did it change the world? What didn’ t it change? This article 
explores the strength found in international society to restore itself and regain some sense of stability despite the great 
deal of turbulence and unrest.

Various Aspects of the Post 9.11 World 

(Middle East) A Clash “Within Civilization”
The Arab World-Aspiring for Freedom and Rule of Law
Masayuki Yamauchi (The University of Tokyo)
9.11 did not bring about the so-called “Clash of Civilizations.” What meaning does the “Arab Spring” hold, born as it 
was from a different ideology than the clash of civilizations pushed by Osama bin Laden?

(United States) Questions Yet to be Resolved
Toshiaki Miura (Asahi Shimbun)
9.11 strongly forced the United States to reconsider the way how to protect its security and freedom, which in some 
ways Americans had taken for granted. After 10 years, it seems to be still unclear for them how to deal with the problem.

(Afghanistan) The Troubled Path to Self-sustenance
Daisaku Higashi (The University of Tokyo)
Afghanistan became the major battlefield for the War on Terror, yet despite the patient involvement of the international 
community, the situation in the country remains serious. What needs to be accomplished today to bring stability to 
Afghanistan?

Japan’s Assistance for the Afghan Reconstruction Effort
Editorial Department

(Pakistan) The Death of Osama bin Laden and the Momentum for Anti-Americanism
Aeka Inoue (Shujitsu University)
Pakistan’s central government still has little control over the country’s northwestern region, location of Osama bin 
Laden’s death in May 2011. 




